
Written	by	Philippe	Kreiter			

Hillsdale Neighborhood Association Meeting

7 January 2009

I. The meeting was called to order by Don Baack and Duane Huntington at 7:00.

A. Introductions (Favorite restaurant in Hillsdale)

B. Approval of Agenda – It was moved and seconded to approve the agenda. The motion passed.

C. Approval of Minutes– It was moved and seconded to approve the minutes. The motion passed.

D. Approximately 31 present

II. Terwilliger closure. PDOT rep has been invited to give us a report. The city has funded the

removal of three houses –the house that slid and the two on Terwilliger.

III. Lisa Broten: Update on efforts to get speed bumps on SW Capitol Hill Road. PDOT rep. Will

Stevens: There was a meeting held by PDOT at eh neighborhood, and there was very poor attendance

by the neighborhood. It was decided to have advanced outreach meetings to report on the purpose of

the project. Thus, the neighborhood will have a chance to have input. Capitol Hill Road is a

neighborhood collector. Neighborhood collectors collect traffic within a neighborhood network and

distribute traffic local service streets and to smaller streets. Because this is a neighborhood collector,

both Hillsdale and Multnomah have a vote in the approval or denial of the project. The project will be

explained as to its effect for the residents of Capitol Hill Road. A letter from HNA and the

Multnomah NA must approve the project for it to move forward, as well as the neighbors who live on

the street, and the support must be unanimous. As for neighbors on the street, it must be approved by

a 67% super majority. Ultimately, neighbors on the street are responsible for raising funds, because

PDOT has no funds to put forward. Fundraising can expand to the people on the street, surrounding

neighbors, and businesses that are served by the area. Funding is the biggest challenge since PDOT

has no reserves to offset costs. There are two proposals –one is ideal: 11 speed bumps. The other is 9

speed bumps which is still workable, though less ideal, and has more likelihood of passing because of

comparatively lesser cost.

IV. If available invited –Parks and schools reps to talk about current status and future of the Rieke

Soccer Field. Marlys Mock of PPS and Bob Downing PDX Parks. Parks will be at te next meeting. In

September, the Rieke field was closed because of lead, to children 11 and younger. After further

testing, the field was reopened in December because it was determined that the field was safe. The

field is five years past its life expectancy so it is warn out. There is no worry about further release of a

dangerous level of lead, at this point.

V. Town Center study. Rick Seifert and Don Baack. Report from Brian: a report from Sierra is coming

out in early February or March about the plan for streets and the plaza by Casa Colima. A future

master street plan is needed and pending funding approval. Also, 12 years ago, a bike storage facility

was part of the plan. The city wants to put a bike station by the Wilson sign. Now, the proposal is to

put it by Nebraska and Capitol Highway (at the Capitol Coffee House). That would be in combination

with some other development. Rieke solar array recently met with Bonneville. Five of the needed
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sources for funding have been found and there is great optimism that construction will start in later

2009.

VI. Capitol Highway Cycle track and on street parking on Capitol HWY. Don Baack. Capitol

Highway has a bike lane that is about five feet wide. Cycle track would put the curb at the edge of the

bike lane that would put the lane above the street, to the right of the pedestrian sidewalk passage.

(Proposed on the north side –from Sunset to 18th, and on the south from Wilson’s entrance to Bertha

Ct. Thus, cars would be able to park on the street next to the curb, without being on the bike lane.

(This point is to support the possibility of 18 parking spaces on Capitol Highway.) It is also safer for

bikes that riding on the outside of cars. Visually, it would look like a very wide sidewalk. There might

be a painted line or one or two inch curb to designate the bike lane. It is encouraged that there be a

plan created for bike traffic in Hillsdale in general beyond Capitol Highway. It would also be good to

work with the city to avoid putting poles and signage in the middle of the sidewalk. It is moved that

the HNA support having a raised cycle track in place of the current bike lanes along SW Capitol

Highway between SW Sunset and SW 18th/ SW Bertha Ct. The motion was seconded and passed by

consensus.

VII. The Hillsdale Community Foundation. Dianna Ponder. The filing for a 501C3 status is still in

process. There are seats opening on the board and interested parties are invited to present themselves

for the board.

VIII. Summary report on TRIMET’s lack of progress on rerouting busses of SW Chestnut and

including the business center in the route for #39. Don Baack TRIMET will investigate and test other

alternative routes, including those that were suggested by the HNA.

IX. Update on the Hillsdale Alliance Glenn Bridger. Meets every three months at the Remax office.

The location may be changed. It is a meeting of diverse Hillsdale organizations. The Hillsdale

Foundation came out of these meetings –the Foundation tries to secure funds toward making

Hillsdale a better place.

X. Update on the SW Trails liability issues discussion. Don Back. March 8, 2008, there was a hike to

the stairs between SW 25th and SW Seymour. Now, the city has organized a task force. It met and

many concerns were raised. First is the liability issue. There is also the issue of the meaning of ‘right

of way.’ There is another meeting January 13 – 9th floor of the Portland Building at 4:00 pm. It will

take several months to work through. ‘Trails’ has done some improvements –does that mean that

Trails is now liable?

XI. Discussion –Snow removal from sidewalks and parking areas in Hillsdale –Mike Roach. And

snow plowing on Barbur by ODOT and snow plowing in general. In the lease for Hillsdale is the

provision that the sidewalks for the business will be shoveled. With this last storm, we learned how

devastating it is not to have a good plan of what to do in the event of a big snow like we’ve just had.

We would like to get the city involved with a plan for how to deal with snow for pedestrians. Could

the neighborhood emergency team become part of this discussion? Approaching athletic teams is a

good idea. The city is examining the possibility of making use of other trucks and equipment like

back hoes to clear snow when the occasional big snow comes. Sidewalk clearing should be part of

that discussion. Also, the creation of snow piles in front of streets and transit centers and bus stops, in

the process of plowing, is a problem. These types of snow storms are ideal for neighborliness

–supporting and helping each other—and also entrepreneurship. We also need to have an idea of who
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has what equipment available and where that equipment is. This discussion résumé will be provided

to Sam Adams and to SWNI for information.

XII. New Business.

A. A landslide meeting is being planned with SWNI.

B. SWNI is trying to build cooperation between schools and SWNI. Tours of Southwest schools,

public and private, are being organized.Will Fuller is the person to contact if interested. 741-

764-5501.

C. Arts in Hillsdale –there is a group that is working on promoting arts in Hillsdale – There is interest

in a movie theat

D. City and PSU has a website for evaluating your landslide risk: main page:

http://www.oregongeology.com/sub/lidar/index.htm or direct access to the map:

http://lidar.geos.pdx.edu/

XIII. Adjourn.9:00.

Respectfully submitted,

Philippe Kreiter
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Written	by	Philippe	Kreiter			

Hillsdale Neighborhood Association Meeting

4 February 2009

I. The meeting was called to order at 7:00 by Don Baach.

A. Introductions:

B. Approval of Agenda – It was moved and seconded to approve the agenda. The motion passed.

C. Approval of Minutes– It was moved and seconded to approve the agenda. The motion passed.

D. Approximately 28 present

II. Ross Caron and 2 associates from the City of Portland on status of Burlingame Place slide and

steps to take to reopen Burlingame Place to traffic. The site area has been cleaned and re-graded. A

storm water system has been installed under the site to assure that there is no further land movement.

The remaining house to the left (viewed from Terwilliger, facing uphill) is being inspected for the

possibility of re-occupancy. The home to the right is still yellow taped as the land above is being

evaluated for stability. The other impacted home has been occupied, only with conditions of access.

On Burlingame place, the houses are going through geo-technical evaluation to determine how to

stabilize them and make them safe and inhabitable. The house to the left is nearing occupancy. The

slide does not seem to be expanding. The scarp where the house actually slid is not showing further

signs of movement. However, the soil on the scarp is not stable, so it is covered with plastic to keep it

as dry and stable as possible, thus leading to maintaining the closure of Burlingame Place. The

property owner of the home that slid is responsible for maintaining the stability of their frontage on

Burlingame Place –which affects the stability of Burlingame Place. In working out the needed work,

the city is trying to balance the need to get the work done as soon as possible, and sensitivity to the

property owner.

A. Detour signs still need to be removed.

B. Burlingame Dr. became a major detour during the closure, and it still is heavily used. It is

requested that there be a traffic count on Burlingame Dr. to see how heavily it is being used now.

C. The slide on Cheltenham (three houses from Westwood – Lotz property) is being studied and the

city is working with the property owner’s engineers.

III. Bob Downing of Portland Parks gave us an update on the status of the Rieke Soccer Field and

how any future bond measure will be organized to be assure neighborhoods are involved in the

decision making of what goes into the bond measure. The field is in poor condition. There is a

description on the Parks (Portland Parks) capital improvement list above general maintenance and

general budget. This project is on the one to five year list (as opposed to five to ten year or longer). It

is envisaged that the project will cost in the area of $500,000 to $700,000, not including lighting, etc.

Given the economy, it is probable that Parks will not see money for capital improvements this year.

Parks also wants Portland Public (PPS) to be involved in the project. Park is seeking guidance from

Portland Public regarding what it plans to do with Rieke school. The project will wait until PPS gives

its input regarding plans for the school.
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A. Lighting is an important issue that will come up and restrooms as well, but that is another

discussion.

B. Clubs and teams do pay an hourly user fee, which goes to Parks. Revenue is added to the general

fund, which is then redistributed to the diverse departments.

C. There is a draft of the capital improvement list that will be published after being presented to the

commissioner and taking commissioner input into account in the list.

IV. Tim Hall of the Portland Water Bureau discussed changes to the MacAdam pump station and

associated projects in Hillsdale. The Fulton Pump Station on SW Nevada street is a very important

facility to the Water Bureau. It was built in 1912 and was the only building in the area at that time.

Now, there is a whole community that has been built around it. This station pumps water to the

Burlingame and Carolina water tanks. The water bureau has worked with the residents of the area

who are very concerned about the effects on them. Under all circumstances the local community will

be involved for function, aesthetics, and possibly amenities (e.g.: meeting room). Various options

have been explored:

A. Building on site. It would impact the neighborhood and require the building of a temporary pump

station during the building process. A staging area would also be required and that would have to be

at a fair distance from the building site, impacting streets and traffic, including on Macadam.

B. Building in Willamette Park. It would be sited by a current bathroom (near the end of Nevada

Street). There are already pipes under the site. Maintaining the playing fields is a priority. The SW

neighborhood coalition has recommended this option. The work would be done so as not to impact

the hiking and jogging trail. This option is favored by the neighborhood, Parks, and the Water Bureau.

C. Condemn and tear down houses to expand the pump at current site. Aside from the cost, this would

also impact traffic on local stsreets.

V. Eric Vidstrand from Multnomah County will tell us about the new no smoking rules for Oregon.

There is a new law that requires all businesses to be smoke free, now. Also, there is no smoking

within 10 feet of entrances, exits, windows that open, air conditioning units, and vents. Excluded are

cigar bars and certain stand alone smoke shops. Also, the 10 foot exclusion zones include exclusion

of ash trays and ash cans. The first complaint that is made to Department of Human Services (DHS),

leads to a letter. The second to unannounced visits. If the problem is found to be present, they must be

brought into physical compliance (signs, no ash trays, etc.). Continued non-compliance leads to a

$500 fine. The smoking ban and 10 foot exclusion zone includes all three sided and roofed structures,

such as bus stops.

A. Hotels are allowed to have 25% smoking rooms, but all public areas as smoke free.

B. There is an adolescent tobacco cessation program that could be available for $500 to $700 that can

be offered at schools if there is community support and funding. Contact Heidi Barz

hbarz@pps.k12.or.us or leave a message at 503-916-5460 ext. 71008.

VI. Pamela Kambur, probable changes coming at Hillsdale Terrace. Public housing apartment

community off of Vermont (near 26th). There will be a design process and a charrette process.

Hillsdale and Multnomah neighborhoods will be very active in the process. Hillsdale Terrace is

Public Housing, meaning that there are strict income limits for the community. Juliel@HCPX The

board will discuss the site Feb 17, and take action on March 17, and it is thought that the board will

recommend redevelopment with a “Hope 6” grant. The site has been evaluated for redevelopment and
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improvements, including accessibility, and the preliminary estimate is $16,000,000. Currently, the site

has 63 units, and with redevelopment there would be at least 118. The site now is the most inefficient

and expensive to operate of all Public Housing in Portland. Redevelopment would reduce this

expense. Construction would develop $28,000,000, and total development costs would be

$45,500,000. Part of the plan, as required for “Hope 6” grants, would include affordable housing

home ownership on part of the site or in the surrounding area. Ideally construction would begin in

2011, and residents would be back on site in the spring of 2013. Residents would have to be

temporarily relocated during construction. There would be a mix of housing sizes geared to families

and seniors. Currently, there are only three bedroom units. Service providers in the area will be

sought out to develop partnerships in providing services to the residents. A tour of Humboldt Gardens

and New Columbia could be arranged for HNA representatives. HNA commends the Housing

Authority of Portland for informing the neighborhoods so early in the process.

A. It is moved that the HNA send correspondence to the appropriate leadership to require home

ownership as part of the Hope 6 grant for Hillsdale Terrace redevelopment. This letter will be brought

to the next meeting for consultation.

B. The motion was seconded

C. The motion passed.

D. Wes Risher and Sheila Greenlaw Fink will write the letter.

VII. Michael Brown: Brown Broadcast Services –KGON “Stonhenge Tower” -- There is a seasonal

hazard there because there can be ice fall from the area. It is thought to put up permanent signs

warning of the danger, and giving signs to neighbors to put up in the event of a winter ice event.

A. It is suggested that KGON make this hazard part of its broadcast when it is present.

B. Permanent signs might not help because people stop seeing them. However, folding signs that

could be opened for the winter season might be a good option –neighbors could be involved in the

opening of signs.

C. It is also suggested that this is a public safety problem, so neighbors should not be relied upon

(they might be away or unavailable.)

VIII. Update by Lisa Broten on efforts to get speed bumps on SW Capitol Hill Road.

IX. Boyscout is seeking support –work and financial, on a Nicolai Woods project.

X. SWTrails proposed SW Bike Plan on the web at http://swni.org/story/2008/nov/4202 or try

http://tinyurl.com/b2ypys Should there be changes? Please look at the plan. Next meeting we will

discuss and make recommendations.

XI. Feb 12th, 4:00, go to metro meeting if you want to testify on behalf of the red-electric work to

improve sidewalks and bicycle access.

XII. Suggested letter to Tri Met requesting neighborhood associations be contacted and involved in

any future detour planning of bus routes.

A. It is moved that the letter be sent.

B. The motion was seconded.

C. The motion passed. Aloha will draft the letter.

XIII. Update on the Hillsdale Alliance Glenn Bridger.

XIV. Update on the SW Trails liability issues discussion Don Baack.

XV. Snow removal update. Did you see the Sunday obituary for Thomas Cunningham who died a day
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after slipping on an icy street!

XVI. Schools: SWNI schools committee has contacted every school in the area, and all have agreed

to provide tours. Call Will Fuller 503-246-2328 if you are interested in a tour. He will try to

coordinate them for efficiency for the schools. Rieke currently has one portable that offers two

classrooms. Another similar portable will soon arrive.

XVII. There seems to be a follow up problem with our actions. We send letters and make

recommendations, but we never know what happens. We should ask Leonard to do the follow up for

the SWNI neighborhood coalition and ‘bird dog’ our issues. Maybe we need to think bigger and ask

that our portion of tax money come to us so we can manage the projects ourselves.

XVIII. Other business and new business.

XIX. The meeting was adjourned at 9:14

Respectfully submitted,

Philippe Kreiter
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Written	by	Philippe	Kreiter			

Hillsdale Neighborhood Association Meeting

4 March 2009

I. The Meeting was called to order at 7:00 by Don Baach.

A. Introductions: “How has the economy affected you?”

B. Approval of Agenda – It was moved and seconded to approve the agenda. The motion passed

unanimously.

C. Approval of Minutes– It was moved and seconded to approve the agenda. The motion passed

unanimously.

D. Approximately 30 present

II. Portland Parks and West Willamette Coalition (which includes Hillsdale)a summary of what we

have achieved over the past 2 to 3 years. They will also present the draft plans for removing invasives

from Himes Park, the role of hand pulling ivy and European Clematis, the role of people cutting

down Holly, Laurel, Clematis and Norway Maple, and the role of using treatments to kill the ivy

along with replanting plans will be covered. Join other volunteers on the 3rd Sat every month at 9 to

12 noon.

A. “Integrated Pest Management” (IPM) targets the removal and control of invasive species:

Animals, Plants, wasps and other factors that may negatively impact the public. Not all insects are

sprayed, but a threshold is determined of what is no longer tolerable. After the threshold has been

reached, then action is taken. The work of IPM includes vegetation survey that has designed health

rating for all parks and natural areas in Portland. This study outlines where parks and natural areas are

and thus identifies where work and action can be taken.

B. On the west side, two areas of interest are the wetlands along the Willamet –which serves as a

fly-way for migrating birds—and George Himes Park. Most of George Himes Park is rated as ‘fair’

and ‘poor’ due to invasive plants, and the remainder of the part is not yet surveyed. Currently, work is

being done to remove invasive trees –English Holly, English Laurel, Norway Maple etc. These

species take over and prevent native species from surviving. Over the next weeks, IPM will be

working in the area to restore it to a healthy native environment. There will be signage up, so it is

important to keep dogs on leash until the chemicals dry. They work through the photosynthetic

process of plants, and reach half-life once they are dry. Thus these chemicals are very low risk and the

area will be safe once the chemicals are dry. Spraying is chosen in the west hills due in part to steep

terrain and the destabilization of hillsides with manual/mechanical removal vs. chemical removal.

C. IPM work group meets from 9 to noon, third Saturday of every month. IPM also would like a letter

of support from the neighborhood association. The neighborhood will provide this letter.

D. It is important to work on getting invasive species out of our yards, and for us to encourage our

neighbors to get invasive species out of their yards. Another neighbor with a lot of invasive species is

DOT. The stretch of land between I-5 and Barbur is a real problem.

III. TriMet will present information on why they seek to change or eliminate bus lines 55, 39 and 1,
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all of which serve Hillsdale. Trimet is facing a 13.5 million dollar budget shortfall. $.50 or every

dollar comes from payroll tax. Trimet budget: 55% of funds come from payroll tax, 20% from fare

box, the remainder from other sources. With the rise in unemployment, the shortfall grows. There is a

hiring freeze in place, and 4 million dollars have already been cut. There are three areas of service

reductions in case of necessity: discontinued lines, reduces lines, and spans of service that are reduced

(such as weekend service). Twelve lines have been targeted for discontinuation. These are mostly low

performing lines with the exception of three that have good alternative service available. (41, 33, 74)

Line 55 is targeted for discontinuation. It costs 8:50 per ride due to low ridership, where the average

cost is 2.32 per ride. Line 1 – Saturday will be discontinued and day service will be 6:30 to 9:30 am

and 3:00 to 6:00 pm rather than all day service. Line 39 is targeted for the elimination of weekend

service. Line 43 will lose weekend service. There is a 5% across the board system-wide cut (and

instructions to prepare for the possibility of and additional 3% cut –maybe more later depending on

the situation). The cuts affect 1.1% of daily rides. 51 – Discontinuation of Saturday service.

Weekdays –last trip out of downtown core would begin at 7:36 instead of 9:32. Max service has also

been affected. All rush hour service is the same except yellow line where all trains will be two car

trains, with reduction in frequency. All other max trains will be reduced to every thirty minutes, as

opposed to fifteen minutes, outside of rush hour. The fourth open house on this subject has just been

complete. 44.8 million dollars have been received from the stimulus package. The first half has to be

spent within the first 120 days. It cannot be spent on operating expenses –only shovel ready projects.

A. The changes in service should be implemented in

September.

B. Comments can be sent via email: comments@trimet.org or via phone (503) 238- ride

C. Between the end of the March and 6 April (Wilson), 7 April (downtown) ,8 April (TBD) hearings

(4 to 7 each day), comments will be taken into account.

D. It was asked if executive salaries would be cut to the same measure as the other cuts. That is not

known.

E. Contracting with churches for park and ride is important because “hide and ride” is going to be an

increasing problem in Hillsdale.

F. It seems that a lot of fares are missed. About $800.000 are missed through fare loss by people

boarding in fareless square but riding out to the end of a line. Catching these free riders requires more

fare inspectors.

G. We need to ask that a Trimet director to come to our meeting

IV. Neighbors will join us to present the needs for and progress on obtaining traffic calming on

Capitol Hill Road and on SW 18th from Capitol Hwy and Sunset.

A. A launch date for the petition project has been selected: April 2. The meeting is at West Hills

Christian School. There have already been a lot of meetings and information sharing. With the

petition launch, 30 days are allowed for collecting signatures. The project requires 2/3 of the property

owners to support the petition. The project also requires neighborhood support in May meetings of

the Hillsdale and Multnomah associations.

B. There is already more than 67% of support from home owners in a straw pole. Five home owners

are in opposition, some are undecided, and some have not been contacted yet.

C. Safeway has been supportive and has voluntarily rerouted trucks off of Capitol Highway.
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D. Barbur Rents owners live on the street and are supportive.

E. West Hills Christian School supports the project. They have posted signs on their property

allowing only right turns out of the parking lot.

F. The cost is $2200 per bump, and the decision is between 9 and 11 bumps.

G. Opposition says that historically, speed-bumps don’t reduce average speeds. It supports enforcing

traffic laws and increasing patrols, especially during peak hours.

V. Traffic control on Dewitt and 18th. It is a speedway. There have been many promises for traffic

calming and sidewalks, but nothing has come. It is a narrow street with no dividing line, but it is

heavily used as a throughway. The neighbors are encouraged to get together and create a vision and

direction that they want to take for the street.

VI. Report from the Nominating Committee, elections in May

A. Officer positions:

1. Position 1 - President: Don Baack

2 Position 2 - Secretary: Philippe Kreiter

B. Board positions

1. Position 5 – Robert Hamilton

2. Position 7 – Aloha Weis

3. Position 9 - Mikal Apenes

4. Position 11 -: Fred Faveluke

C. Contact Glenn Bridger ( gbridger@teleport.com) or Philippe Kreiter (HNA website)

VII. Reports from the Schools Committee, SWNI, Transportation andTrails Committees.

A. Schools: Economy is hitting schools. Budget cuts will happen. They have been discussing options

and soliciting input, most recently at Wilson High School. The PPS website does have a survey at

their website. It is important to give input quickly. The Governor has also noted that there will be cuts

from the schools. Rieke and Maplewood are both getting portables. The Robert Gray auction is in

April. The auctions (Wilson and Gray) are all announced in the Neighborhood Connection. The solar

array for Rieke is moving forward. School visits are encouraged. Talk to Don Baack to organize a

visit.

B. State of Oregon –next month –we need to discuss what we want as mitigation for closing the trail.

VIII. Other business and new business.

IX. Adjournment: 9:30

Respectfully Submitted by

Philippe Kreiter

Secretary, Hillsdale Neighborhood Association
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Written	by	Robert	Hamilton			

Hillsdale	Neighborhood	Association
Minutes of April 1, 2009

St. Barnabas Church

Note: The May 6 meeting of the HNA will begin at 7 p.m. at The Watershed at Hillsdale facility,

located at the intersection of Bertha Court and Capitol Highway.

I. The meeting began at 7:00 p.m. and was chaired by Don Baack, president. The minutes were

recorded by Robert Hamilton and Glenn Bridger.

A. President Baack asked members to introduce themselves and to describe their “most memorable

outdoor experience during the past year”.

B. The agenda was amended with the addition of two speakers.

C. The minutes of the March meeting were approved.

II. The Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) provided a two-page handout describing the

“I-5 Iowa Street Viaduct Replacement Project”. The project “is located at mile post 298.2 on I-5 just

north of the Terwilliger curves” and is designed, according to spokesman Mike Mason

(503-731-8246), to replace the bridge rather than just the decks which “are in poor condition”. Ron

Kroop (503-229-5266), Rich Watanabe (503-731-8528), Shelli Romero (503-731-8231), and Brett

Richards (503-731-8482) described the details of the project due for completion in 2012. It will

receive $40 million in federal funds earmarked by Rep. Peter DeFazio. HNA members:

A. (1) expressed concerns regarding the replacement of trees cut on the trail beneath the viaduct,

which will be closed for 30 months, and consequent drainage problems;

B. (2) recommended adding an on-ramp to I-5 south, using pre-cast material, using the fill dirt to

solve flooding problems along the Willamette River and berms to mitigate night-time blasting noise

reflected uphill, eliminating tree ivy during construction, and retaining the Highway Patrol parking

spot and replacing the Jersey barriers there with a gate to facilitate trail maintenance and repair; and

C. (3) recommended use of the waste material excavated from the project as fill for part of the Red

Electric trail section approved to the immediate west of the Capitol Highway/Beaverton Hillsdale

Highway intersection. The approval of Mayor Sam Adams will be needed for the Red Electric project

to be rescheduled earlier in order to use part of the fill-dirt from the Iowa Street viaduct project.

III. The new culvert/bridge on the Hillsdale-Lake Oswego trail project was discussed. The goal is to

better accommodate pedestrian traffic as well as bicycles

IV. The members passed a motion to invite the Portland Bureau of Environmental Services to the

May 6 HNA meeting to discuss the Multnomah sewer project and how best to deal with engine noise

from trucks which will be using Bertha and Vermont.

V. Glenn Bridger reported that the nominating committee is still searching for candidates interested in
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replacing Don Baack as president of the HNA. The election will take place May 6 at The Watershed

of Hillsdale at Bertha Court and Capitol Highway.

VI. HNA members were reminded of a number of car robberies recently and advised to lock their

cars at night.

VII. Glenn Bridger reported on future improvements along Barbur Boulevard as well as Capitol

Highway. On Barbur, a state highway with Oregon Department of Transportation responsible for

improvements, the goal is to improve functionality by adding sidewalks and a transportation plan

among other things. The Southwest Community Plan excluded the Barbur “envelope” from its

rezoning 10 years ago, but the Southwest Neighborhoods, Inc. (SWNI) has been pushing for that part

of the plan to be completed both with regards to zoning as well as transportation needs in the corridor.

The present SWNI committee is pushing for both immediate construction including sidewalks (at, as

yet, undesignated locations), with their associated storm water runoff resolutions, and for completion

of the transportation planning study to identify long-term needs.

VIII. Glenn also reported that on Capitol, Wes Risher, Marianne Fitzgerald, Kay Durtschi, Leonard

Gard, and Sue Keil (PDOT) met to discuss (and walk) Capitol Highway, focusing upon the planned

improvements from Taylors Ferry north to Multnomah Village. They also looked at the needed

improvements at Hoot Owl Corner and sidewalk improvement from Hillsdale east to Terwilliger

Boulevard.

IX. Glenn Bridger reported that a SWNI team plus those from other neighborhood coalitions, ODOT,

and PDOT are working collectively on a snow removal plan to eliminate problems which became

obvious during the snowstorm of December 2008.

X. Don Baack reported that while there is no official plan to add light rail on Barbur Boulevard, there

is a Tigard committee and students from the University of Oregon who are jointly studying the

possibility of one. An HNA volunteer is needed to monitor these efforts and keep the membership

informed of developments and recommendations.

XI. A SW Trails and Hillsdale work party will be removing the roots of invasive species from Himes

Park on April 4 from 9 a.m. to noon; and at the same time on April 18. They will meet at SW

Nebraska and the intersection of SW Terwilliger and SW Burlingame Place.

XII. Mike Rheinert reported on the work of the Schools Committee. They are asking whether there is

racial tension in local schools; and, if so, what to do about it. He also asked members to consider how

to support our schools financially. Rieke Elementary School is growing and is adding modular

classrooms for the K-2nd grade levels. Also, an investor has been recruited who will invest in the

solar panels to be built on the west side of Rieke facing Bertha Court; the panels will be built in 2010.

XIII. Rick Seifert proposed a motion that “The Hillsdale Neighborhood Association opposes the

placing of communication towers on rights of way and encourages the location of obscure sites on

private property.” The motion passed unanimously.

XIV. Arnold Panitch introduced a letter of thanks from the residents of The Watershed at Hillsdale

and its nonprofit developer, Community Partners for Affordable Housing (CPAH), thanking the HNA

for its support in the addition of “the full-block crossing of Capitol Highway at Bertha Court …”.

XV. Rick Seifert proposed a motion, seconded by Aloha Wyse, that “The Hillsdale Neighborhood

Association sponsor the annual neighborhood book sale, including solicitation and the sale of the

books.” The motion passed unanimously.
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XVI. Shasta Kearns Moore reminded members of the Volunteer Fair & Forum, which will be held

April 13, from 4 to 7 p.m. in Wilson High School cafeteria.

XVII. Rick Seifert informed members of the “Hillsdale Cleanup,” the second Saturday of each

month; 9-10 a.m. with coffee and cookies provided by Food Front, the meeting site.

XVIII. Don Baack announced a “walk-around” with Tri-Met board representatives, the date to be

announced later. A hearing on proposed Tri-Met service cuts will be held at Wilson High School on

Monday, April 6, beginning at 4 p.m.

XIX. The HNA members paused to honor the memory of Phil Pennington, long-time resident of

Hillsdale, physicist, adventurer, inventor, photographer, mapmaker, and contributor to the

organization and the community. He died March 31, 2009.

XX. The meeting was adjourned at 8:55 p.m.

Respectfully submitted: Robert Hamilton and Glenn Bridger

Edited and formatted by Philippe Kreiter –with gratitude to Robert and Glenn--, secretary, Hillsdale

Neighborhood Association
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Written	by	Philippe	Kreiter			

Hillsdale Neighborhood ASSN Meeting

May 6th 2009 7pm at the Watershed in Hillsdale

Change of location for this meeting only.

Action Items:

·	HNA	would	like	a	speed	limit	reduction	on	Vermont.	HNA	would	like	to	be	represented
in	discussions	about	speed	limits	from	30th	east.	There	should	also	be	a	left	turn	signal
at	Vermont	and	Bertha.	We	also	request	a	closure	in	the	event	of	snow	and	ice.	We	want	to
know	about	how	to	communicate	about	noise	issues.	We	want	to	know	about	low
emission	diesel	being	used.
·	It	was	moved	and	seconded	to	write	a	letter	of	support	in	support	for	CPAH’s	Watershed
to	be	nominated	for	the	Home	Depot	Sustainable	Development	Award	Grant.	The	motion
passed.	Sheila	Greenlaw‐Fink	will	write	the	letter.
·	It	is	proposed	that	he	be	included	in	the	Oregon	Geographic	Place	name	books,	and	that
there	be	a	sign	about	him	at	the	Phil	and	Keturah	Pennington	trail.
·	It	is	moved	that	HNA	enthusiastically	support	11speed	tables	on	Capitol	Hill	Road	from
Bertha	to	Barbur.	The	motion	is	seconded.	HNA	passed	the	motion	with	one	abstention.
The	board	passed	the	motion	unanimously.

I. Opening:

A. Call to order: The meeting was called to order by Don Baack at 7:00.
B. Introductions. “What would you like to see in Hillsdale in 5 years?”

C. Approval of Agenda. It was moved and seconded to approve the agenda. The motion

passed.

D. Approval of Minutes posted on web site. http://www.hna-pdx.com/ It was moved and

seconded to approve the minutes. The motion passed.

E. About 29 present.

II. Review of proposed parking changes at Rieke as part of the Safe Routes to School work.

Vincent Pimont and Chrissy Schutzer. The drop off and pick up will be eliminated and

replaced with angle parking and a turn around. There will be a new drop off in front of Reike.

There will be no parking from 7:00 am to 9:00 on weekdays. Otherwise, there will be no

effect. There is ADA parking already there. A goal is to have less cars, but the school is

expanding. There will be two portables added. There are now three kindergartens and first

grades, and there will be three second grades next year. Enrollment is almost up to 350 this

year, up in the vicinity of 100 from last year.
III. BES discussion of truck impact on Hillsdale streets of the Multnomah Street Sewer work

to re replace the pipe that was put in just a short time ago. Glen Bridger: Stephen Sykes --
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A. History: 1999 –Fanno pump station and pressure line started working, and there were

problems from the beginning with the pressure line. From 2000 to 2008, it had to be shut

down eight or nine times. As a result, discussions about solutions were initiated. Both
pressure lines –Garden Home and Multnomah sections will be replaced. The Multnomah will

bid at the end of May, and hopefully, begin in the end of October. Garden home will be bid

end of July and initiated February 2010. The Multnomah section should be finished spring

2010. Right now, neither system is operational. During large storm events (2 inches in 24
hours), the collection system (in Tigard, which is currently being used) has the potential to

be damaged.

B. Traffic control: Construction will be 7 am to 6 pm during the daytime. PDOT is requiring

that one lane be kept open at all times. There is permission to work 150 nights from 7 pm to

6 am. This will take place for a year (October 2009 to October 2010), with a break mid
November until February. Night work will usually be from Monday to Thursday.

C. There will be trucks making loops. They will be hauling excavated fill and rock because

they’ll be excavating a large trench. There will be an expansion of the pump station and the

Garden Home line. They are expecting about 100 trucks during the twelve hour shift. Most

will be moving at night. No backup beepers or Jake brakes are allowed after 10 pm. The
haul route is Bertha to Vermont to 45th, down to Multnomah, and back. Speed limit

reduction during the project is being discussed. HNA would like a speed limit reduction

on Vermont. HNA would like to be represented in discussions about speed limits from

30th east. There should also be a left turn signal at Vermont and Bertha. We also

request a closure in the event of snow and ice. We want to know about how to
communicate about noise issues. We want to know about low emission diesel being

used. A decibel level was ‘specifieded’. Daytime: no restriction on construction noise.

Nighttime variant: the level experienced during the daytime on Multnomah –68 DBA. There

will be a noise meter on site that will be checked daily, and there will be a city inspector on

site at all times to be sure that the contractor is in compliance. There is no night variance for
Hillsdale streets. There will be a sound wall around the medium excavators that will be used

at night.

IV. CPAH Sustainable Development Nomination –Home Depot—Sheila Greenlaw Fink.

CPAH wants to nominate the Watershed for the Home Depot sustainable Development
Award grant for $75000.00. It was moved and seconded to write a letter of support in

support for CPAH’s Watershet to be nominated for the Home Depot Sustainable

Development Award Grant. The motion passed. Sheila Greenlaw Fink will write the

letter.

V. PSU tree growth research. Volunteers are being sought to have their trees measured.
Contact cititree@pdx.edu

VI. Elections of directors and officers. Glenn Bridger and Philippe Kreiter.

A. President: A four member executive committee Officers (Duane Hunting, Philippe Kreiter,

Chris Burkhardt, Robert Hamilton)

B. Secretary: Philippe Kreiter is elected secretary:
C. Board positions:
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1. Position 5: Aloha Weis

2. Position 7: Robert Hamilton

3. Poisitions 9: Mikal Apenes
4. Position 11: Fred Faveluke

VII. Time to remember Phil Pennington

A. He was a great trail worker and keeper of facts about the neighborhood –a great depth

and understanding of the neightborhood—together with Keturah.
B. Enthusiasm and unique way of putting together a story.

C. Willing to volunteer and lend his hand to anything.

D. A great fount of energy.

E. He had such and enthusiasm and excitement for nature and science.

F. A great asset to the community who will be greatly missed.
G. It is proposed that he be included in the Oregon Geographic Place name books,

and that there be a sign about him at the Phil and Keturah Pennington trail.

VIII. Report on Schools - Michael Reunert SWNI school committee: communication,

advocacy, collaboration, multi-cultural issues are current foci. The Portland city code on park

and public place conditional use permits will be revised. School board elections: we are
encouraged to read about candidates and cast votes. Big budget cuts on the state level will

definitely impact our schools.

IX. Neighborhood emergency team --Lynn. In the event of an earthquake, the most common

injury is injury to the feet. A way to reduce the likelihood of these types of injuries is to latch

cabinets so that they don’t open in the event of an earthquake. A type of latch was
presented at the meeting that is easy and economical. They can be ordered through Lynn

·	18 May –meeting to discuss neighborhood triage --Watershed.
X. Review of the Hillsdale Plan update Rick Seifert

A. The Hillsdale Community Foundation Board is seeking suggestions from HNA members:

“What should Hillsdale do with $3000.00?” Suggestions can be shared 7:00 PM, Tuesday,

June 9 at the Watershed.

B. We are invited to participate in the Hillsdale Town Center Redevelopment Framework.
HNA is encouraged to participate and support the meeting and working of the interested

parties: HNA, Business and Professional Association, and commercial property owners.

XI. Brief update on the status of the speed bump project on Capitol Hill Road. Mellani Calvin

and Melissa Meyer. The first step, getting a super majority on the street (74%), has been

accomplished. Now the project has moved into the approval phase. It is moved that HNA
enthusiastically support 11speed tables on Capitol Hill Road from Bertha to Barbur.

The motion is seconded. HNA passed the motion with one abstention. The board

passed the motion unanimously.

XII. Brief update on the status of the liability discussion with the City of Portland. SWNI did

not take creal action. Don Baack

XIII. Update on the Iowa Street Bridge replacement project. Slavin Road DON Baack. There

is interest in making a bike trail. It is needed to meet with Parks in order to see what Parks’

position is.
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XIV. Update on Red Electric Don Baack

XV. Slavin Road and Removing invasives

XVI. Community Gardens: Stephens Creek
XVII. Old and New Business

XVIII. Announcements

A. Hillsdale is the most walkable neighborhood in SW Portland, thanks to Don Baack.

B. Senior Citizen discount at Food Front before 2:00 every day
C. Clean up Portland crew- 9:00 Saturday 9 May (includes muffins and Pizza)

D. Tour of S. Portland from SW 1st and Mead 9:00 am –with Arnie.

E. Bike Master Plan Open House: May 18h, Wilson HS.

F. Tomorrow, 7 May from 6:00 to 9:00 –update on zoning regulation for schools and parks.

XIX. The meeting was adjourned at 9:10.

Respectfully submitted,

Philippe Kreiter

HNA Secretary
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Written	by	Philippe	Kreiter			

HILLSDALE NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION

3 JUNE 2009

MEETING AGENDA

ST. BARNABAS CHURCH

Action Items:

·	It is suggested that we invite ODOT to the next meeting at 8:00. Then, we can
discuss this issue first on the agenda and have questions ready for ODOT. A number

of projects should be put on this list to have the possibility that one or some may

pass muster. Members can email proposed projects to Don Baack. Rick Seifert will

ask Don Baack to convey this invitation to ODOT to the next HNA meeting and solicit

questions and proposed projects to compose a list for the next meeting.

·	It is moved that the board and general membership of the Hillsdale Neighborhood

Association give a rousing standing ovation for Rick Seifert and declare him to be a
“member of the Hillsdale Neighborhood Association in perpetuity, regardless of his

future residence inside or outside of the State of Oregon.

·	Robert Hamilton will start a process for articulating a plan. In their meeting they will
also articulate questions for the discussion with Food Front and Ardys Braidwood.

·	It is suggested that the Hillsdale Planning Group meet as more than just HNA, but
include the Alliance –even have the Alliance facilitate it.

I. The meeting was called to order at 7:00 by Sheila Greenlaw-Fink.

II. Opening & Introductions (sign-up sheet) – (Favorite book read in the last year)

Approximately 18 present
III. Approval of Agenda (note any changes) –It was moved and seconded to approve the

agenda. The motion passed unanimously

IV. Approval of Previous Meeting Minutes –It was moved and seconded to approve the

minutes. The motion passed unanimously.

V. New Discussions & Guest Speakers =
A. Robert Hamilton: Rick Seifert was recognized for his founding the Hillsdale Connection

and work as writer, editor, and chronicler of the history of Hillsdale.

1. Whereas the honorable Rick Seifert was the founder and editor of “The Hillsdale

Connection”, the precursor to “The Southwest Connection” and

2. Whereas Rick Seifert has served the Hillsdale neighborhood as journalist, civic advocate,
community cheerleader, fundraiser, gadfly, resident intellectual, spirited visionary for over 15

years, and

3. Whereas Rick Seifert has penned his final regular monthly column for “The Southwest
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Connection,” it is fitting and proper that the board and general membership of Hillsdale

Neighborhood Association rise as one to acknowledge, to salute, to congratulate, and to

thank him for his generous and great hearted efforts as writer, editor and chronicler of the
story of Hillsdale –a place as well as a “state of mind” he has helped to create.

4. It is moved that the board and general membership of the Hillsdale Neighborhood

Association give a rousing standing ovation for Rick Seifert and declare him to be a

“member of the Hillsdale Neighborhood Association in perpetuity, regardless of his
future residence inside or outside of the State of Oregon.

5. The board and membership unanimously stood and gave a long applause for a blushing

Rick Seifert.

B. Application for portion of Iowa Structure Project mitigation funding to support payment of

a bridge on the Hillsdale to Lake Oswego Pedestrian Trail: Don Baack
1. The trail, connecting Hillsdale and the Willamette River, will be temporarily closed as work

is performed on the Iowa structure for fish access to stream restoration.

2. Questions were raised regarding using remediation funding for a local project or project of

the same agencies involved in the Iowa structure work. It was also asked who from the

organization can come and talk to us to tell us where do we go to find out what the process
for funding projects and what the and what the criteria are for determining what can be done

and what cannot.

3. It is moved that the HNA support the funding of a bridge on the Hillsdale to Lake

Oswego Pedestrian Trail.

4. It was moved and seconded to table the above motion. The motion passed.
5. It was felt that ODOT should return to our meeting because there are still many questions

–for instance, noise issues.

6. It is suggested that we invite ODOT to the next meeting at 8:00. Then, we can

discuss this issue first on the agenda and have questions ready for ODOT. A number

of projects should be put on this list to have the possibility that one or some may
pass muster. Members can email proposed projects to Don Baack. Rick Seifert will

ask Don Baack to convey this invitation to ODOT to the next HNA meeting and solicit

questions and proposed projects to compile a list for next meeting.

C. Common Good Finance and creation of Common Good Bank in Hillsdale: Julian
Lauzzana

1. This bank does not exist yet. It is being created –or its creation is being proposed

2. A goal of this project is to demystify banking.

3. It will be a cooperative bank

4. Profits will go to schools and nonprofits.
5. fifty depositors minimum are required to start a common good back

6. This bank is about sustainable, incremental growth that goes back into the local

community.

7. Several local companies are supporting this bank.

8. There is work to incorporate micro financing.
9. The institution is democratically creating and sustained.
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10. Foci are sustainability and social justice.

11. Questions were raised:

a. The headquarters for this bank is based in Massachusetts.
b. Fifty percent of the mortgages help by the institution are ARM.

c. The bank is a partnership of for profit and non-profit orgnizations.

D. Hillsdale Plan and Food Front and former gas station:

1. Introduction of Hillsdale plan as it relates to this subject: Robert Hamilton. Plan is from
Feb 2009. It includes recommendations from many stakeholders and a consultant team. The

urban design project proposed: new public plazas and open space places to the north of

Capitol Highway with vehicular and pedestrian linkanges. It will provide gathering spaces. It

is a public and private collaboration. It involved changes to the ‘Hillsdale Triangle’. A

pedestrian passageway from DeWitt park, through the north shopping center, across Capitol
Highway, through the back area or Food Front, through the Rieke campus, and to the

neighborhood across Vermont. At this point, we are interested in discussing the plans for the

former Estby property and the Baskin Robins property and Food Front. The timing is perfect

for working with Wardeen properties –to benefit both the neighborhood and Wardeen

properties. It is important to recognize that property and business owners may not always
have the same perspective as tenants and neighborhood residents. There can be real space

and economic concerns for property and business owners. Robert will start a process for

articulating a plan. In their meeting they will also articulate questions for the

discussion with Food Front and Ardys Braidwood.

2. Discussion or Food Front and former Estby station in redevelopment: providing
information, cultivating neighborhood input, and preparing a position for a future meeting

with property owners/stakeholders. Robert Hamilton, Sheila Greenlaw-Fink, Philippe Kreiter.

Email questions to Sheila GF for submitting to guests at the next meeting.

3. Movie theatre for Hillsdale: Robert Hamilton and Fred Faveluke – Next meeting

E. Support for inclusion to the Capitol Highway Project of Terwilliger to Cheltenham on the
east end of Hillsdale. This will connect the only walkable route to downtown Portland and

the Tram (south Waterfront) to Hillsdale and the rest of the already built sidewalk system of

Capitol Highway: Don Baack.

VI. Standing Committee Reports – 5 minutes (max.) for each report category
A. Transportation Issues and SW Trails: Don Baack. City of Portland has money for

sidewalks, but the plans have to be ready and presented by the end of the year. SWNI

transportation committee: most important projects –Red Electric Trail moving forward, and

Capitol Highway –rebuild from Taylor’s Ferry and Multnomah. Other projects: one project

targeted by the city is an earmark for which Congressman Wu will ask funding—Hoot Owl

corner; SWNI feels stronger about V E above. Trimet foci: high capacity from downtown to

Damascus, and from downtown to Sherwood.

B. Land Use Notices & Issues: Duane Hunting, Glenn Bridger, or Wes Risher

·	Additional modular unit at Rieke School

·	The plan is to replace almost all schools in Portland –or rebuild those that can be. Rieke is
a ‘replace’ school.
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C. Hillsdale Business & Professional Association: Richard Garfinkle

D. Hillsdale Alliance: Glenn Bridger or Linda Doyle It is suggested that the Hillsdale

Planning Group meet as more than just HNA, but include the Alliance –even have the
Alliance facilitate it.

E. Hillsdale Foundation: Rick Seifert Next Tuesday, 7:00 at the Watershed. The foundation

will meet to figure out how to spend book sale revenue.

F. Nonprofits: Sheila Greenlaw-Fink. McMemenamins in Tigard: June 18 fundraiser for
CPAH.

G. Schools: Michael Reunert

·	Additional modular unit at Rieke School

·	The plan is to replace almost all schools in Portland –or rebuild those that can be. Rieke is

a ‘replace’ school.
H. Hillsdale Plane: Don Baack, Rick Seifert, Robert Hamilton

I. SWNI report: Carolyn Raz or Glenn Bridger

1. PSU Presentation: the 20 minute neighborhood. Three impending graduates of PSU

explained their study: 20 minute neighborhood. It is defined by Access to food, church,

bank, entertainment, post office within 20 minutes walk. It includes transit routes, support
elements (social interaction), and diverse housing types. They studied West Portland Park

neighborhood, but found that the community lacked cohesion thus did not fit their study. But

Hillsdale and Multnomah do. They recommend for West Portland Park: safe ways to walk to

facilities, enhancing commercial destinations, establish a business association, explore

commercial development.
2. Small neighborhood grants of $1500 available.

3. Volunteer of the year nominations solicited: must be received by June 29

4. Transportation committee wish list for Barbur: Sideward between Safeway and the

Pancake House, fill in the gaps on the bike path, accommodate storm water run off.

5. Landslide forum: 21 Sept.
6. Lets Park Stadium proposal: the Parks committee made a motion to the SWNI board to

send a letter to Parks Board in opposition to the stadium—the 33 acre park would lose 16

acres and 177 mature trees.

J. Trails
VII. Old Business (5 minutes

VIII. New Business (2 minutes)

IX. Announcements (5 minutes)

A. Kickoff meeting and Open house: Thursday June 11, 5:30 to 7:30 pm at Hillsdale Terrace.

Saturday, from 9:00 am to 12:00 will be the kickoff for the design workshop. This will be a
kickoff for a marketing plan to seek federal funding for the redesign and a design workshop.

B. Hillsdale Pancake Breakfast and Booksale is the 26 of July. Volunteers are needed.

Books are being collecte3d as of 21 June. It is suggested that the Hillsdale plan be made

very present to inform people about it at the Pancake Breakfast. Also, it was suggested that

in the corridor to the book sale, all the organizations in Hillsdale –HBPA could get the word
out—should have information tables.
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C. Martin Painting has a 10% coupon in Valpak. He is doing a good job at Arnie’s home.

D. The Award for Community Collaboration was won by CPAH for community cultivation and

sustainable, green development.
X. Adjournment : The meeting was adjourned at 9:30

Respectfully submitted,

Philippe Kreiter
Secretatry, Hillsdale Neighborhood Association

Last	Updated	(	Friday,	09	October	2009	)
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Written	by	Robert	Hamilton			

Hillsdale Neighborhood Association

Minutes of July 1, 2009

St. Barnabas Church

HNA members introduced themselves, the minutes of the June 3 meeting were approved, and agenda

for tonight’s meeting was approved.

Action Items:

-With regard to passage of a motion relating to Oregon Dept. of Transportation’s construction

of a new Iowa Street bridge over I-5 (see below), Don Baack recommended that the HNA

designate the specific streets which the 15,000 truckloads of material are prohibited from using.

-Chris Burkhart stated that the HNA must designate to Sylvia Bogert of Southwest

Neighborhoods, Inc. (SWNI) the contact information for various people who should receive

information regarding: land use matters (Duane Hunting); schools (Michael Reunert);

transportation (Don Baack, Wes Risher, or Glenn Bridger); parks; and crime prevention. In

addition, she needs the name of a main contact, someone who will pick up mail directed to

SWNI for HNA, some of which is time sensitive.

-The HNA attendance sheet for each monthly meeting should be sent to Sylvia Bogert of HNA.

Inaction Item

The HNA, as usual, will not meet in August but will resume general membership meetings on

Wednesday, September 2.

Food Front representatives Holly Jarvis and Tom Mattox provided refreshments for the meeting. They

reported that recession sales are “fine” and that 2,500 members are supporting the store in Hillsdale.

The product line has been customized to fit the needs of the neighborhood. The promotion program is

popular. The chili feed was a success, and they continue to have “monthly food event”. In January,

one shopper alone collected a significant amount of food plus $1,000 for delivery to Neighborhood

House for distribution.

Holly and Tom did note that they are also encountering challenges in Hillsdale: the facility is old, as

is the refrigeration; they have encountered four power outages; and walk-in (but not drive-in) traffic

is less than expected, except on Farmers’ Market Sundays and especially during the snow storm

(when business was very brisk). They continue to sponsor a neighborhood cleanup on the second

Saturday of each month. Food Front board member Arnie Panitch noted that fish and meat selections
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have been added and are sent, as well, to the Thurman Street store. Food Front customers come from

throughout the greater Portland area and show great loyalty to the store and their brands. Tom also

stated that the Hillsdale merchants are finding new ways to collaborate for joint marketing purposes.

Bob Currey-Wilson (Group Vice President, Real Estate & Store Development for Fred Meyer) and

Robert Fagliano (associate with Mulvanny G2 Architecture) reported on plans to renovate the 76,000

square-foot Fred Meyer Burlingame store on Barbur Boulevard at 13th Avenue. At this size, the “flag

ship” store is approximately 50% of the size of new suburban stores. Bob stated that their goal is to

produce a “full-service store”. He reviewed the history of their plans. They have now decided not to

close the store but definitely need to update and replace the systems within it as many are 40-50 years

old. The building will be expanded on the north side and part of the two-story parking structure

removed to accommodate a larger truck bay and dock, thus permitting the trucks to back straight in.

The current Burger King structure will close at the end of 2009. The upper-level parking entrance will

be modified; the bottle-can crusher will be moved to the upper level; construction will begin in the

spring of 2010. It is possible but not definite that the store will meet LEED standards like those of the

Hawthorne/39th Avenue store. It may have skylights. Materials and design will be environmentally

friendly but the store will not have a green roof because the cost is prohibitive.

Arnie Panitch asked if the shoe store, the wagging cow tails, and the exterior sign will be retained. No

final decisions yet, but there will definitely be a transparent elevator linking the two floors of the

parking garage.

Don Baack suggested they consider retaining the pedestrian entrance to the north, include a stairway

from the corner of SW 13th and Bertha, and include a three-level drinking fountain in their design.

No additional measures will need to be taken to maintain the flow of Stephens Creek through its

current conduit below ground.

A public meeting on the Fred Meyer application will be held at the planning office of the City of

Portland on July 15 at 1900 SW Fifth Avenue.

Jim Stutts, Rick Seifert, and Robert Hamilton reported upon their meeting with Brian Sheehan, West

District Planner for the City of Portland Bureau of Planning. The participants explored options for

bringing stakeholders to a meeting, or series of them, to discuss the implementation of the Hillsdale

Town Center Plan released in February. They will continue to report monthly upon their progress in

identifying the most obvious starting point of implementation—the so-called “low-hanging fruit”

—which will appeal to all stakeholders, including neighborhood residents, business owners, property

owners, and others. This meeting also incorporated the concept of finding a site for a small movie

theater in either Hillsdale itself or at a location appealing to residents of Hillsdale, Raleigh Hills,

Multnomah Village, and SWHRL.

Robert Hamilton also noted that Julian Lauzzana has suggested an alternative movie theater concept:
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beginning with a “rotating theater” which would move among various sites during the preliminary

phase until a permanent investor and site are forthcoming. Robert has spoken to the manager of the

McMennamin’s restaurant in Hillsdale regarding their possible interest and participation in the

concept of a pub-theater or family dinner theater; and he has also spoken to ReMax to determine if

their commercial brokers are aware of sites for a theater within the four-neighborhood area. HNA

members are welcome to submit other ideas and join Robert and Julian in the effort to enhance the

community with the addition of a movie theater.

Don Baack reported on his effort, as chair of Southwest Trails, to persuade the South Portland

Neighborhood Association and the HNA to support applying pressure to the Oregon Dept. of

Transportation to prohibit trucks working on the future Iowa structure project from using specific

streets; and, secondly, to fund a mitigation measure because of the projected ODOT closure of The

40-Mile Loop and Urban Trail 3, which go under the Barbur and Iowa Structures, for up to three

years of construction activity. SW Trails proposes mitigation for the closure; that ODOT recondition

Newbury Bridge on Barbur to be useable by bicycles; and that ODOT also provide $619,000 of their

construction budget to fund the incremental cost of a pedestrian crossing under Boones Ferry Road

which would be a bridge rather than a culvert. The bridge is on the Regional Hillsdale to Lake

Oswego pedestrian trail.

In June, HNA members discussed Don’s proposal in his absence but tabled a motion of support until

he could report in person at the July meeting. Don explained that the Oregon State Parks will not plan

or fund a pedestrian trail until a safe crossing of Boones Ferry is assured. PDOT has not been

supportive of a signal at the Arnold and Boones Ferry intersection due to the high speed of the traffic

on Boones Ferry Road. The Bureau of Environmental Services has budgeted $3.1 million for a

culvert at the site. Changing the culvert into a bridge that pedestrians can use to walk under Boones

Ferry Road will cost $619,000 according to current estimates. BES will not fund the incremental cost.

The membership took the motion-to-table off the table and unanimously passed the following motion,

made by Don Baack and seconded by Arnie Panitch:

“The Hillsdale Neighborhood Association supports the $619,000 incremental cost funding by the

Oregon Dept. of Transportation of the incremental cost of a bridge over the proposed culvert on the

Hillsdale-to-Lake Oswego Pedestrian Trail and the reconditioning of Slavin Road to permit

pedestrian and bicycle use as mitigation for closure of the 40-Mile Route and Urban Trail 3.”

The membership also discussed and unanimously passed a second transportation-related motion made

by Don Baack and seconded by Rick Seifert:

“The Hillsdale Neighborhood Association reaffirms that the next federally funded transportation

project in our community should be that from Cheltenham to Terwilliger along Capitol Highway.”

Rick Seifert reported that the Hillsdale Foundation is considering ideas from the June 9 meeting at
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Close	Window

The Watershed regarding the best way to spend $3,000 to improve Hillsdale for the largest number of

people.

Don Baack reported that $5,000 has been raised for a tri-level drinking fountain for the Stephens

Creek Trail. Its three levels will accommodate dogs, children, and adults. SW Trails is proceeding

with the installation.

The meeting was adjourned at 9:24 p.m.

Minutes submitted by Robert Hamilton.
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